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Environmentally friendly and shortened construction period
SAKAI Indonesia introduced road stabilizer
Sakai Indonesia (SI), a overseas cooperation of Sakai Heavy Industries (headquarter in
Minato-ku, Tokyo), which manufactures construction equipment, held a seminar at its factory
in East Jakarta Industrial Park (EJIP, Bekasi, West Java) on April 22 to introduce its PM550s road stabilizer used for In-place Cold Base-course Recycling (ICBR) and other products.
More than 100 people, including online participants and officials from the Ministry of Public
Works and National Housing, attended the seminar.
Hitoshi Fujita, General Manager of engineering sales division at Sakai Heavy Industries,
was the lecturer for the seminar. He explained that, "In Indonesia, traffic Volume has been
increasing more rapidly than the road extension. This increases the damage of the roads
thereby also increasing the budget required for maintenance. Which in turns leads to a
negative impact on economic growth."
PM550-s recycles the existing road surface and base course and mixes them with cement and
emulsion to create a new road base course.
It is environmentally friendly, reduces the cost of construction, and the speed of construction
allows for a shorter construction period.
Based on its simple design and easy maintenance, Sakai aims to expand its market beyond
Japan into emerging countries and other new markets.
Hiroshi Baba, President of SI, told Jakarta Newspaper that, "The engine and other parts
of the PM550-s are made in Japan, but we will gradually increase the ratio of Indonesianmade parts to close to 40% as we are aiming for certification as a domestic product."
Sakai Heavy Industries produces PM550-s only in Indonesia among the overseas factories.
The company also plans to begin production of the ER555F-s road milling machine at EJIP's
plant in early 2023, expanding its business further into Indonesia.

